Refurbishment and rehabilitation

Redundant industrial and military structures, office blocks and large domestic premises are being converted for a wide range of alternative uses. These buildings offer many challenges to designers, specifiers and contractors - they must be comfortable and energy efficient, adaptable for future technologies and yet retain their original character. We can help you meet these challenges with the following tools:

- **BREEAM** - a world leading method for assessing environmental impact of new and refurbished buildings
- **BRE fan assessment**: identifies unwanted air leaks in the building envelope
- **Calibre** - a project management toolkit for monitoring the building process

We can advise on:
- sustainable construction
- waste minimisation
- innovative lighting
- natural ventilation
- general building services
- dynamic loading appraisal/assessment of existing structural elements
- weather tightness testing of replacement elements
- concrete repairs, passivation and cathodic protection

For further information contact BRE on:
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